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1. INTRODUCTION 
We derive estimates of the form 
W E v4-W (XEB) (l-1) 
for functions u: fi+ R”, where f2 is a bounded domain in R”, G denotes a 
closed and star-shaped set in R”, and v is a scalar-valued function to be 
determined. This function v has to satisfy certain differential inequalities 
which involve the image Mu of u under an elliptic (or parabolic) vector- 
valued differential operator M of the second order, and a real-valued function 
W describing the set G. In particular, v may be the solution of a problem 
Mu = r. More generally, estimates of the form 
u(x) E wX4 Gt (x E 6; e = 1, 2,..., N) (14 
are considered. 
Choosing W(X) E 1 one obtains results on invariant sets. In general, 
however, the “size” of the bounding set v(x)G in (1.1) may depend on x; 
only its “shape” remains invariant. We speak of shape-invariant bounds and 
shape-invariant estimates. 
In Sections 3 through 5 estimates of the form (1.1) are discussed. The 
general method of proof is explained in Section 3 for the case of a semilinear 
differential operator 
Mu(x) = ~[u](x) +f(x, u(x), Du(x)) for x E L? (1.3) 
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with uncoupled linear Y’[u], and Dirichlet boundary terms. Section 4 yields 
an application to linear operators M. In Section 5 more general boundary 
terms and quasilinear differential operators are treated: certain parabolic 
operators are included as a special case. Section 6 is concerned with 
estimates of the form (1.2). All these results have the form of range domain 
implications: Mu E C =, t’ E K. Section 7 shows that under more restrictive 
conditions such results can be used to prove that a given problem Mu = r 
has a solution L’ satisfying (1. I) or (1.2). 
In deriving shape-invariant estimates (1.1) we assume that G has a smooth 
boundary. Then we must also assume that all components of M have the 
same leading coefficients. This disadvantage can be overcome by considering 
estimates of the form (1.2). For such estimates, however, the coupling of the 
components of ML! with respect to the derivatives of c, in general, must be 
weaker. These relations are discussed in Section 6.2. Pointwise norm bounds 
obtained with W(J) = yry and two-sided bounds obtained with 2n functions 
W, constitute extreme cases. 
Statements on invariant sets for elliptic problems have been derived by 
several authors. In particular, the works of Amann [2], Lemmert [9, 101, 
Martin [ 11 I, Redheffer and Walter [ 141, Schmitt [ 151, and Weinberger [25 ] 
are more or less strongly related to the theory presented here. In these papers 
estimates of the form V(X) E G (X E 5) are proved for solutions 1’ of 
boundary value problems with differential operators of the form (1.3) (with f 
not depending on the derivative Du in [ 11, 251). 
The results in these papers are essentially of two different types; call them 
(U) and (E). The results of type (U) state that no solution can have values 
outside G. Here the assumptions and theorems can often be used to prove a 
uniqueness statement, which however, is not the main object of the theory, in 
general. In results of type (E) the existence of a solution with values in G is 
established. Analogously, one can distinguish between results of type (U) 
and (E) for more general estimates of solutions. 
In this paper, we are mainly interested in results of type (U). Results of 
this type were also proved in [9, 10, 14,251. The papers [2, 11, 151 contain 
statements of type (E). Notice, however, that the invariance result of Wein- 
berger [25] is very closely related to the existence theory (see the remarks in 
Section 6.1). 
Naturally, the two types of results for elliptic problems require different 
assumptions. For instance, in the existence proofs stronger smoothness 
conditions on the coefficients of Y and the function f are required, as well 
as growth restrictions on f(x, y,p) with respect to p. Moreover, in general, 
the results of type (E) involve only properties of f(x, y, p) for y belonging to 
the (closed) set G, while, on the contrary, in results of type (U) values 
f(x, y,p) are used for 4’ & G, or -V belonging to the closure of the complement 
of G. 
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The common feature of all these results on invariant sets are certain 
tangency conditions (tangent conditions), which most often assume the form 
4 Y> J-(x* Y, P) 2 0 for n( y)p = 0 (1.4) 
and x E a, y E aG, with (the row vector) n(y) being an outer normal of G at 
y. In our paper such conditions are replaced by differential inequalities for v/ 
(or the N functions w,), which for w(x) E 1 and Mu = o can be written as 
Q(x,Y,P) + NY)~(x,Y,P) 2 0 for n( y)p = 0 (1.5) 
where Q(x, y, p) denotes a quadratic form in p. For convex G this form may 
be replaced by 0. In many cases the occurrence of this quadratic form allows 
f to be more strongly coupled with respect to p. 
Of course, the various papers emphasize different points and contain more 
special results. For example, Weinberger [25] proves generalizations of the 
strong maximum principle, and Lemmert [lo] uses rather weak smoothness 
conditions of the functions v considered, defining derivatives in a special 
way. Our object is to obtain results which allow one to actually compute 
reasonably good bounds v (or w,), either by analytical calculations or 
numerical methods. 
Many invariance statements for parabolic problems also contain 
assumptions of the form (1.4) (see Bebernes and Schmitt 141, Chueh et al. 
[5], Redheffer and Walter [ 131 for results of type (U); and Amann [2], 
Bebernes and Schmitt [4], Weinberger [25] for results of type (E)). Our 
results (of type (U)) on parabolic problems in Section 5 are obtained by 
simply generalizing corresponding results for elliptic problems, and hence 
they are proved with the same global method. In general, results of type (U) 
for parabolic problems are derived using a different method associated with 
the names of Nagumo and Westphal. For example, this method was applied 
for obtaining two-sided bounds (see Lakshmikantham and Leela [8], Szarski 
[22], Walter [24]). This method could also be used here. The relation 
between the methods of proof and the resulting assumptions have been 
discussed in [ 18, p. 25 lff] for ordinary differential equations. 
There is an extensive literature on invariance statements and other 
estimates for ordinary differential equations. For references and discussions 
see, for example, Gaines and Mawhin [7], Schmitt [ 151 and [ 18, 191. 
2. NOTATION AND AUXILIARY MEANS 
All vectors, matrices, functions, etc., which occur in this paper are 
supposed to be real-valued. IR”Vm denotes the set of n x m matrices A = (ajk). 
AT is the transposed matrix; A ” = f(,4 + A ‘) for quadratic A. The maximal 
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and minimal eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A are denoted by &,,,,(A) 
and &,(A), respectively. We write A ad B if A -B is symmetric and 
positive semi-definite. A vector (n-vector) is an element of I?“*’ = R”, i.e., a 
column-vector. Null elements of vector and function spaces are usually 
denoted by o; for null matrices, in general, the symbol 0 is used. For any 
vector y, 11 yll denotes the Euclidean norm. 
For matrices A, B E R”*m we introduce an inner product A - B = 
Cj,k ajk bjk. This quantity is equivalent to the trace tr(ArB) of the matrix 
product A’B. One verifies that A . (BC) = AC’ . B = BFA . C, provided the 
occurring terms are defined. Moreover, A - B > d,,,(A) &,(B) for 
symmetric positive semi-definite A, B E R”,“. 
For a bounded domain R c Rm with points x = (xk), boundary XI and 
closure fi, the space of continuous mappings J? + R” will be denoted by 
C,“(G). This means we consider this space as the product of n spaces C,(a) 
and denote the elements by u = (ui) with U(X) E R”, ui E C,(B). Notation 
like C;(Q) are defined analogously. The natural order relation in C,“(a) will 
be denoted by <, so that for U, u E C:(a) 
u < u 0 u(x) < v(x) (x E fin) 0 ui < vi (i= 1,2,..., n) 
0 Ui(X) < Ui(X) (X E a, i = 1, 2,..., n). 
As in these relations we shall, in general, carefully distinguish between 
functions u and their values u(x). In some places, however, the independent 
variable will be omitted or partly omitted, so that f(x, U) may stand for 
f(x, u(x)), for example. 
We denote derivatives by D, = a/ax,, Djk = DjD,. Moreover, for 
u E C;(n), Du(x) is the n x m matrix with elements Dkui(x); and for 
q E C,(n), D’q$x) is the m x m matrix with elements Djkq(x). For 
convenience, we write also u’(x) = Du(x) E R nvm and p”(x) = 
D’q(x) E Rmqm. 
We shall consider statements of the form y E aG, where JJ E R”, a > 0, 
and G c R”. We then will require the following: 
Assumption (8). G is a closed set in R” with boundary I-, y = o is an 
interior point of G, and G is star-shaped with respect to this point. There 
exists a function WE C,(R “) such that W(y) = 1 for y E r, W(y) < 1 for 4’ 
in the interior of G, and W(y) > 1 for y & G. W is twice continuously 
differentiable on the set H which consists of all y E R” such that ay E r for 
some a > 0. Moreover, 
W’(Y)Y > 0 for y E K (2.1) 
For a > 0 the set aG is defined by aG = ( y E R”: a-‘y E G). Moreover. 
OG denotes the intersection of all aG with 0 < a < E and some E > 0. 
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If G satisfies assumption (g), the (generalized) Minkowski functional 
VE C,,(R”) is defined by 
V(y)=a-’ for y E H with ay E r, V(y)=0 for y@ H. 
(2.2) 
This function V, too, satisfies assumption (9). Moreover, V is positive 
homogeneous, i.e., V(Q) = tV( y) for y E R”, t > 0; and H = ( y: V(y) > 0). 
Finally, for y E R” and a > 0 
yEaGo V(y)<a. (2.3) 
The theory of Sections 3 through 5 could be generalized by considering 
less smooth functions W and hence also sets G with less smooth boundaries 
I-. To formulate the weakest possible smoothness conditions, however, is not 
our object here. Many cases with less smooth boundary r can be treated 
with the theory in Section 6. This theory allows one also to consider sets G 
which are not star-shaped. 
3. SEMI-LINEAR OPERATORS WITH DIRICHLET BOUNDARY TERMS 
3.1. The Basic Theorem 
This section is concerned with operators M given by 
Mu(x) = qu](x> +f(x, u(x), u’(x)) for x E R, (3.1) 
Mu(x) = u(x) for xf Z?, (3.2) 
for functions u E R := C,“(b) n C;(Q) on the closure fi of a bounded 
domain L! c R’“. Here, f maps f2 x R” X I?‘*” into IF?“, and P[u](x) is an 
n-vector with components 
Hul(x) = L[Uil(X) (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
where for cp E L% := C,(s)) n C,(Q) and x E ~2 
L [Cal(x) = --A(x) - v”(X) + b(x) * v’(x) 
with given A(x) E Rm*m, b(x) E R IVm, such that A(x) = A’(x) >d 0. 
We are interested in estimates of the form 
(3.3) 
v(x) E vWG (XER) 
for a function v E R by a function w  > o in 97, where G c R” denotes a 
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given set which satisfies assumption (a) in Section 2. In particular, G is 
described by a function WE C,(R”), as required in this assumption. In the 
following theoretical results we consider t’ and w as fixed given functions, 
although in applications L’ will be unknown and I,M, in general, will have to be 
constructed. 
Finally, let (3.t: 0 < L < 00 } denote a given family of functions in .A such 
that 3,(x) is continuous on [0, co) x 5, 3,, = o, 
3,(-y) > 0 for I > 0 and x E LM2, (3.4) 
and the function v/,t = y + 3., have the following properties: 
wn(x) > 0 for d > OandxEfi, 
WA(X) + a3 for A + 00, uniformly in x E fi. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfled. 
(3) The inequality 
dv) L[w,,l@, + Q&t rl, 4) v.t(-~) + w’(v)fk v,~(xh w.ik)q + w.‘,C~)) 
> W’(v) MO) (3.5) 
with 
@I) = W’(s>s and Q(xv rlv 4) = A(x) . qTW”(rl)q 
holds for all x E LI, 1 > 0, q E R”, q E R”+“’ which satisjj 
W(v)= 1, W’(v)9 = 0; 
4x) = Y,(-~)rl, u’(x) = w;(x) + w,(x)q. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(6) o(x) E t,u(x)G for all x E XI. 
Then 
4x) E ry(x)G for all x E fi. (3-B) 
Proof: In this proof, we shall assume that b(x) = o for x E Q, without 
loss of generality. (Incorporating b(x) - u:(x) into fi(x, u(x), U’(X)) yields the 
same results, due to the side condition (3.6).) 
According to (2.3), the estimate (3.8) can be written as V(u(x)) < w(x) for 
all x E f?, where V is defined by (2.2). There exists a minimal value L > 0 
such that V(v(x)) ,< ~.~(x) (x E 4). Since for A= 0 this inequality is 
equivalent to the statement of the theorem, we assume that 1 > 0. Then 
V(u(Q) = w,~(() > 0 for some r E 5. Due to assumption (g) and (3.4) the 
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point < cannot belong to XL Thus <E R, and V(v(x)) > 0 for all x in a 
suitable neighborhood of r. In this neighborhood we can write 
4x> = P(X) v(x) with W(q(x)) = 1 and p(x) = V(t(x)). (3.9) 
Differentiating twice we then obtain the following relations where the 
variable x is omitted, for convenience: 
(i> W(a) = 1, 
(ii) W’(q) q’ = 0, 
(iii) (Djq)’ W”(v) D,r + W’(q) Djkq = 0 (j, k = 1, 2,..., m), 
(a) t’=pq, 
0) 0’ = PV’ + VP’, 
(~1) DjkU = qDj,P + D,PDjq + DjpD,q + PDjkV (j, k = 1, L..-v m). 
In particular, the above equations hold at x = {. 
Since vv.\ -p assumes a relative minimum at c, we obtain, in addition: 
(a) ~(0 = v,(t)7 
(b) ~‘(0 = w;b3 
cc> P”(C) <d w.:(r). 
In the remainder of the proof, all the functions that occur need only be 
considered at the point <. We shall omit this sign, for simplicity, so that A 
stands for A(<), etc. 
Since A >d 0, one derives from (c) that (at x = LJ 
Cd) LIPI > LlIc/.tl. 
Applying W’(q) to (y) and using (ii) and (iii) one obtains 
W’(V)(Djkt’) = W(V) Dj,P -P(DjVJT W”(V) D,v* 
Multiplying this relation by -ajk and then adding over j and k one arrives 
at 
W’(v) Wul= 4rl)Lf~l + Qk rl, 91~ with q= v’. 
In this equation one replaces Y’[u] by Mu -f(& U, v’) and then eliminates c’ 
and t” in f(& u, v’) applying (a), (J?). Finally, using the relations (a), (b) and 
(d) one obtains an inequality which contradicts the required differential 
inequality (3.5) at x = c with q = q(r) and q = n’(r). Consequently, 13 = 0, 
and hence (3.8) holds. 1 
If G is convex, then the term Q(x, 9, q) in (3.5) may be replaced by 0. 
More precisely, we obtain a sufficient condition for (3.5), if we replace 
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Q(x, I], q) by &,&HZW”(~)H) &,,,,(A(x))q . q, where H = H(q) denotes an 
n x (n - 1) matrix such that W’(q)H = o and H’H is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) 
unit matrix. 
EXAMPLE 1. For the case W( 4’) = v’y one obtains 
W’(v) = WY W”(q) = 21, w(v) = 2 for W(v) = 1, 
Q(x, 9, q> = 2 tr(qA(x) q*) > 2Amin(A(x))q . 4. 
3.2. Discussion of the Results 
We shall now discuss the assumptions of the theorem. 
(a) First we notice that differential inequalities for all functions 
I//,, = w + jA with I > 0 are required. Since w = I,V~ is the function which we 
want to determine explicitly, we may try to replace each inequality (3.5) for 
w.& by a differential inequality for w which does not contain the parameter 1, 
and an additional assumption involving s.~. This can be achieved by a simple 
splitting. Inequality (3.5) has the form 3,(x, II, q, yei) > W’(q) MU(X) with a 
suitable mapping .F,f which depends on the given operator M. Obviously, 
this inequality is satisfied if Y&,(x, q, q, w) > W’(q) MU(X) and 
Fif(x9 4% 47 Y + 3,J > %fk 4% (I3 w)- 
The first of these two inequalities is equivalent to 
(3.10) 
41) L lw l(x) + Q<x, u,q) v/(x) + W'(v) f (x, v(x)% v(x)q + w'@)) 
> W'(v) MG). (3.1 I) 
Now the idea is to construct a family {jA ) which satisfies (3.10) for a certain 
class of operators M (where IJ/ is arbitrary or subject to some unessential 
restrictions). Then, for an operator M in this class one need only solve the 
differential inequalities (3.11) for v/. 
This procedure was applied to several examples of nonlinear ordinary 
differential operators and an inner product W(v) = ( y,~) in [ 181. The 
methods used there can be carried over to the more general case considered 
here. In Section 4 we use such a splitting for linear operators. 
We point out, however, that for a given operator M this general procedure 
need not be optimal. For example, if one knows certain properties of t’ a 
priori, it may be better to first exploit the side conditions (3.7) and then to 
split the resulting inequality (see [ 18, p. 3 14ff.1, where the a priori inequality 
U*(X) < 0 was used; also, see Section 5.3). 
The parameter A E [0, co) was introduced to insure that the results hold 
without any restrictions on the “size” of V. If, however, certain properties of 
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v are known which imply that u(x) E v*.,(x)G (x E fin) for a certain value 
A,, < 03, then the functions 3* need only be given for A < A,-,. 
(b) Both inequalities (3.5) and (3.11) contain parameters q E I?” and 
q E R”srn which are restricted only by the side conditions (3.6), (3.7). First 
observe that these parameters rl and q may be replaced by the values q(x) 
and q’(x) of the function q defined by (3.9), so that one may use 
v = (W(x))-’ u(x), q = d/dx[(V(v(x))-’ u(x)] (3.12) 
in (3.5). 
Thus, if one knows some properties of U, these relations may enable one to 
further restrict the values of parameters q, q for which (3.5) is to be required. 
There seems to be no practical way, however, to completely avoid the 
occurrence of the parameters q, q, except by further estimates or by requiring 
additional assumptions on M. For example, in the corresponding theory on 
two-sided bounds only parameters occur which correspond to r,r, if one 
requires that M be weakly coupled. If in this case, M is also quasimonotone, 
all parameters can be eliminated. (See Section 6.3.) 
For a bounded set G the parameter r7 assumes values in the bounded set r. 
The set of parameters q, however, is not bounded (unless (3.12) can be 
used). Therefore, the differential inequalities (3.5) and (3.11) impose 
considerable restrictions on the way in which f(x, y,p) may depend on p. 
For example, in the corresponding results on two-sided bounds, where G is a 
cube, these restrictions essentially mean that f must only be weakly coupled. 
However, if the values of Q that occur are strictly positive, then this 
assumption is not necessary. (Compare the discussion of linear operators in 
Section 4.) 
(c) The choice t&x) E 1 yields results on invariant sets. Such a result 
was proved by Weinberger [25] using condition (1.4). The corresponding 
Theorem 3 in [25], however, has a different form, more closely related to the 
existence theory (see the remarks in Section 7.1). For W(X) = 1, the 
differential inequality (3.11) assumes the form (1.5). In condition (3.10) one 
may then use 3.1(x) = A or a more general family of functions 3.1. 
The essential assumptions of the theory on invariant sets of Lemmert [9, 
101 and Redheffer and Walter [ 141, also consist of two conditions, called 
uniqueness condition and tangent condition in [ 141. The uniqueness condition 
essentially is a generalized Lipschitz condition for f involving a (possibly 
nonlinear) uniqueness function w; the tangent condition is an inequality 
involving nf. For example, in [9] an inequality of the form 
WY))~(~~Y~P) > w(x, 114’ - P(Y))IL WY))P) 
is required for y 6Z G, where P(y) denotes the projection of y on G. For 
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I’-+ P( .r) E I‘ this inequality assumes the form (1.4). In [ 141 a Lipschitz 
condition for f(x,~‘.~) with respect to p is required and, in addition, an 
inequality of the form 
n( Y) ./lx, 4’ + ant v), p> 2 0 for YEI-, A > 0, II(JJ)P=~. (3.13) 
The relation between estimates of f by uniqueness functions and the 
existence of suitable families (3.t) has been illustrated in [ 18. pp. 172, 173. 
2531 for the case of two-sided bounds for ordinary differential operators of 
the first order. Our results are derived using a continuity principle described 
in [ 17; 18, p. 234ff.l. which involves a family of sets K.,. The above proof 
corresponds to sets K, which consist of all u E R such that u(x) E (w(x) + 
jn(x))G (x E fin). For a convex set G one could also use the continuity prin- 
ciple with K., denoting the set of all u E R such that U(X) has at most the 
distance 3,(x) from y/(?c)G (X E a). Then for I&) E 1 and S.,(X) E A terms 
such as J + An( J?) would occur (compare (3.13)). In ] 20) we reported briefly 
on the result in Theorem 1 under more special assumptions, without giving a 
detailed proof. 
4. LINEAR OPERATORS 
The results of the preceding section will here be applied to linear operators 
M, in order to illustrate under which conditions the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 can be satisfied. We consider the special case where 
W(y) =yry and A(x) is positive definite for x E R, (4.1) 
and define ]] y]] = ( 4,r~)1’2. Similar results can be obtained for a more general 
function W with positive definite second derivative. The methods used can 
often be applied to nonlinear problems also (see Section 5.3). 
Suppose that 
f(x, u(x), u’(x)) = i Bj(X)(DUj(X))’ + C(x) u(x) (4.2) 
j= I 
with B,(x) E I?“,“’ and C(x) = R”*“. The sum involving the terms Bj can also 
be written in the form 
+ ~k(XWk~(X)) 
kf, 
with 9,Jx) E snTn. 
We choose a family 3.% = AZ with z E 2 satisfying z(x) > 0 (x E fi). Then 
the inequalities (3.10) and (3.11) are equivalent to YJx, v, q, z) > 0 and 
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3,(x, q, 4, w) > W’(q) MD(X), respectively. We shall discuss conditions on 
M such that suitable functions z and v exist. Here, the assumptions on ; 
assume the form 
-A * z” + 2 $(9k + b/J) q(D,z) + cz > 0 on 0 (4.3 ) 
k=l 
with c = x:z1 ci + ~~‘CT,T, ci = qiAqf + q’Biqf and qi the ith row of 
q E IRnvm. For qrr7 = 1 and q’q=o one calculates c= c(x, q, ~)>s(x, q) 
with 
s=qT C-t + &A-‘B; rj + $lrA - ‘I, I= = q= + qiBi. (4.4) 
i=l ,Cl 
Using these relations together with other simple estimates of the terms in 
(4.3), as well as corresponding estimates for I+V, we arrive at the following 
result, where for o E 9 the term .No is defined by 
Jdx) = --A (xl . q”(x) - f(x) II v’(x)11 + 4x) 0) for xEQ 
JfT(X) = q(x) for x E 8f2 
with 
4~) = inf{s(x, rl): II rl II = 11, r(X)= ’ 119:(x) +bk(x)rii2 
( k=l 
and U(X) may be replaced by any lower bound, such as 
a,(x)=~,i,(C"(x))-$~,,, k Bi(x) A -l(x) B;(x)). (4.5 1 
i=l 
THEOREM 2. If there exists a fun&on z E .R such that z(x) > 0 (x E I?) 
and. Hz(x) > 0 (x E Q), then for each u E R and each ty > o in 2 
II ~4x)ll,<4+) (x E 5) * II @>ll < 44x1 (x E a (4.6) 
Inequalities of the type ,&z(x) > 0 have been discussed in the theory of 
inverse-positive differential operators. For example, in [ 161 a function 
z(x) = h(r) := I-” s exp ds (4.7) 
‘r [ 1 1.’ p(t) dr -0 
was used, where r = ]]x - x0]], x0 E R, .r < r. for x E fi, p E C,[O, r,] and 
p(r)> 0 (0 Q r ,< ro). With this function one obtains here the following 
statement. 
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COROLLARY 2a. Implication (4.6) holds if 
A(x) . I + a(x) h(0) > 0 (4.8) 
and p(r) &,,,,(A(x)) > T(X) for x E R and r = /Ix - x0 I/. 
For constant p(r) E p 2 0 and a suitable x0 condition (4.8) is satisfied, if 
A(x) . I + Qu(x) d2 exp(fpd) > 0, (4.9) 
where d is any number greater than the diameter of R. 
The above estimates can be improved in various ways. For example, one 
may try to take into account the signs of the derivatives D,z (see 
Example 3). The above formulas show, however, that the operator A4 may be 
strongly coupled. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let n=m=2,A(x)=Iand 
with given numbers (x, /I, y, 6 and assume, for simplicity, that b,, b2 and C 
are also constant. Using (4.9) with u(x) replaced by aO(x) in (4.5), we obtain 
the following sufficient condition for (4.8): 
Amin > a max(a’ + p2, y2 + J2) - 16dp2 exp(-ipd). 
with p = [(lb,1 + f 101 + y])* + (lb,1 + % I/3 + S])‘]. This inequality is always 
satisfied for sufficiently small d. 1 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the same case as in the previous example, but 
assume now that the matrices Br + b,l and -(AY2 + b,l) are positive semi- 
definite. Conditions of this type can be taken into consideration by choosing 
z such that the derivatives D,z have suitable signs. In the present case we 
choose z as in (4.7). Now, however, x,, denotes a point outside 0 such that 
Q lies in the fourth quadrant of the coordinate system described by 
2 = x - x0. For p = 0, condition (4.8) is now satisfied, if 
2 + [Ami" - t max(a’ + p*, y* + S’)] i(ri - r:) > 0 
with r, denoting the minimum of all I/x - xO]l with x E fi. Observe that the 
numbers 6, and b, do not occur in this formula. m 
The above results contain generalizations of the boundary maximum 
principle, such as the following one: 
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COROLLARY 2b. Suppose that I,i,(A(X)) > a, > 0, t(x) < a2. a(x) > 0 
for x E 0 with constants a,, a,. Then for each v E R satisfying Mv(x) = o 
(x E 0) and each consfant K > 0 
11 V(X)ll < K (X E aG> =+- 11 V(X)11 < K (X E a). (4.10) 
Statements of this type (4.10) have also been considered by Szeptycki 
[23], StyS [21] and Miranda [ 121. In [21,23] it is assumed that Bi= 0 for 
all i and that C is positive definite or positive semi-definite, respectively. 
Miranda [ 121 makes an assumption which is equivalent to s(x, q) > c0 > 0 
(x E Q, I] q]] = 1) with s defined by (4.4). However, this assumption is 
formulated differently, using the matrices ~8’~ instead of the matrices B,. 
5. MORE GENERAL OPERATORS 
5.1. More General Boundary Terms 
We shall now generalize the theory of Section 3 in such a way that also 
problems with boundary conditions more general than Dirichlet conditions 
can be treated and, in particular, certain parabolic problems are included. 
We assume, as before, that R c Rm is a bounded domain and that for x E R 
the term Mu(x) is defined by (3.1). For x E 30, however, Mu(x) may 
contain derivatives with respect to certain local coordinates V, P, , ,L+ ,..., ,u, : 
Mu(x) = ~‘[u](x> + g(x, u(x), u,(x)> for x ELU2, (5.1) 
where g(x, y,p) E R” is defined for x E %2, p E R”, p E R”*’ and the n- 
vector L?[ u](x) has the components 
ew = G4lW (5.2) 
L[(ol(x) = --A(x) . v,,(x> - 4x1 ul,@) + P(x) . v,(x) + Y(X) cp(x) (5.3) 
for scalar-valued (0. 
Here, lower indices v and ,U denote derivatives, v,,(x) is the row r-vector 
with components +‘&,&x), (p,,(x) is the r x r matrix with elements 
~?‘/&~&(p(x), and the derivatives u,, u, are defined componentwise. The 
quantities v, p and r may depend on x. We assume that 
A(x) = AT(X) E R’J, 44 >d 0, 4x) E 4 
4x) > 0, /3(x) E R ‘*r, Y(X) E R 
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and that 
Mu(x) = u(x) if .Y E %R 
and A(X) = 0. U(X) = 0, ,0(-u) = o. (5.4) 
We need to formulate some more conditions involving v and ,uj. The idea 
is that (for a given x E af2) v denotes a direction pointing from x into Q and 
that the ,uj are tangential coordinates in x. We shall, however, not explicitly 
formulate smoothness conditions on XJ, u and (D such that the terms in (5.1) 
and (5.3) are meaningful, but use an implicit characterization instead. 
Suppose that 2 denotes a linear subspace of C,(fi). such that for cp E .A 
the derivatives q,(x), v),(x). (D,,(X) are defined (as linear operations). if the 
corresponding terms U,.(X), Us and uU,(x) occur in the definition of 
MU(X). (For example, if a(~) # 0, we may define cp,.(?c) to be a directional 
derivative in the usual sense.) We then define R = .R” and we assume that 
for rp E ,-8 the relations 
for all x E fi, v(C) = 0 for some <E X2 
imply that 
v,(r) 2 09 rp,(<) = 0, 
if the occurring derivatives exist. 
This property allows us to prove Theorem 3 below for operators M 
defined by (3.1) and (5.1). Again, u E R and v E 2 denote fixed functions 
with IJJ > o, and j., E .Z denote functions as described in Section 3. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that assumption (I) of Theorem 1 and the 
folio wing assumption (6 ’ ) hold. 
(B ‘) For each x E ~%2 the inequality 
4rl) QIcIJ-4 + a-~, rl? 9) W,I(X) + W’(v) be- yl.,(xPL Ct(-~b? + rl(W.I), (-~)I 
> W’(vl) M@) 
with w(q) = I+“(~)~ and 0(x, v, q) = A(x) . qT W”(q)q is satisjled for all 
A > 0, q E IR”, q E RlnJ such that W(q) = 1, W’(s)q = a and 
4x)= W*(X)% UJX) = VA(Xh + tl(vJ, 6). (5.5) 
Then v(x) E w(x)G for x E fi, 
We omit the proof of the theorem since this proof uses essentially the 
same ideas as that of Theorem 1. Moreover, the application of Theorem 3 is 
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analogous to that of Theorem 1. For example, one may treat linear operators 
of the form (3.1), (5.1) using the methods explained in Section 4. 
For points x E X! with MU(X) = U(X) (as in (5.4)), assumption (E’) may 
be replaced by the sufficient condition v(x) E v(x)G. 
5.2. QUASILINEAR AND MORE GENERAL NONLINEAR OPERATORS 
The formal generalization of the results in Sections 3 and 5.1 to 
quasilinear operators presents no difficulty. 
Suppose, for example, that P[u] in (3.1) has the components 
.qu](x) = -A(x, u(x), u’(x)) . u;(x) 
with symmetric ,4(x, y,p) E Rmsm for x E R, JJ E R”, p E R”*m. Define then 
L by (3.3) with A(x) :=,4(x, u(x), U’(X)) and b(x) = o (without loss of 
generality). In this case Theorem 1 remains true, if A(x) ad 0 for x E R. Of 
course, the side conditions (3.7) may be used to eliminate V(X) and V’(X) in 
A(x, v(x), v’(x)>. 
In an analogous way, Theorem 3 can be generalized. One may consider 
operators M such that 
Then one defines L by (5.3) with A(x) =2(x, u(x), v,(x)), a(x) = a(x, v(x), 
up(x)), p = o, y = 0. For the case so described, Theorem 3 remains true, if 
A(x) ad 0 (x E Q) and A(x) >d 0, a(x) > 0 (x E cX~). 
The ideas of the proofs can also be used in treating more general nonlinear 
problems. For example, consider an operator M with components 
(Mu)~ (x) = F(x, u(x), u’(x), q”(x)) for xE R. 
Then the condition A(x, U(X), v’(x)) >.d 0 has to be replaced by the 
requirement that F(x, U(X), U’(X), S) is an antitonic function of S E IRrnqm 
with respect to the order relation &. For such problems it can sometimes be 
useful to employ also side conditions which involve the second derivative of 
I’. Such conditions, which have the form of differential inequalities, can be 
derived from (a), (p), (y), (c) inthe proof of Theorem 1. (For instance, such 
conditions have been used in [ 171 for obtaining two-sided bounds for the 
Monge-Ampere equation.) 
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5.3. AN EXAMPLE 
We consider a simple parabolic problem 
n 
u,-Auf y u,(;i& u) = 0 on &x(0, T]; 
i=l 
where 0, denotes a bounded domain in R”, and A is the Laplacian operator 
with respect to <E R”. This problem (which was also treated by Amann [2]) 
has the same nonlinearity as the Navier-Stokes equations, but not the struc- 
tural difficulties of those equations. The problem can be written as MU = r 
with an operator M as defined in this section, m = n + 1, 0 = R, x (0, T), 
xi = ti (i = 1, 2,..., n), x, = t. For r E R, and t = T the given differential 
equation is to be considered as a boundary condition MU(X) = o of the 
general form described above (choose ,U = < and v = -r in (5.3)). Let 
R = C;(a) x C:(J& x (0, T]). 
We want to obtain an estimate for a solution u E R of the given problem 
by applying Theorem 3 to a convex set G. For example, G may be the unit 
ball in I?“, or the set of all y E R” with y, > -1. We choose wA = I,V + Iz, 
v(x) = v(t) exp(-0, z(x) = exp(W with a suitable function IJI > o and 
constants K > 0, 6 > 0. Exploiting the side conditions, in particular, 
u(x) = ~.~(x)r] and W’(q)q = o, one sees that all assumptions are satisfied if 
s(r) E &<)G for <E fiO and 
-A~(63 + f7 vi(L t)(alX,~(O) - ~(0 2 0 
,T, 
(5.7) 
for < E a,, t E (0, T]. 
We collect a few statements which can be obtained by solving these ine- 
qualities. 
(i) If s(r) E G (< E a,-,), then v(<, t) E G ({ E fiO, 0 < t < T) for each 
solution v E R. 
(ii) Let h(r) :=I: s exp@s) ds with consfunf p 2 0, r = 115 - To 11, 
&, E f2,, r,, > r for c E f2,. Ifs(r) E h(r)G and IIs(r)ll < pfor all 6 E &,, then 
for each solution v E R 
v(<, t) E exp(--ret) h(r)G (rEfi,,oae9 wifh xh(0) = n. (5.8) 
(iii) If s&) > 0 (t E QJ f or some index k, then u,(& t) > 0 ({ E J&, , 
0 < t < T) for each solution v E R. 
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(iv) Let h(r) = f(ri - r’) with r = )I < - co 11, to f2 02, c < to and rO > r 
for all c E 6,. If s(r) E h(r)G and s(r) > o for ail r E a,,, rhen (5.8) holds 
for each solution v E R. 
Statement (i) is derived using (p(r) E 1 and K = 0. For proving (ii) one 
defines p(C) = h(r) and observes that the sum in (5.7) can be estimated from 
above by ]]u(<, r)]] ]I @@]I and that I] v(<, t)]j < p, according to (i). The 
calculations are analogous to those in Section 4. Statement (iii) is obtained 
by using W(y) = --y, and cp(<) E 0. To prove (iv) one uses the fact that 
v(<, t) > o, according to (iii), and that therefore the sum in (5.7) is non- 
negative. 
Inequality (5.7) was obtained by splitting the conditions on wn in a 
specific way. One may also use other splittings. For example, employing the 
side condition v = (w + Iz)~ one can obtain inequalities of the form 
Finally, Theorem 3 yields also a uniqueness statement. One transforms the 
given problem into a problem for the difference u = w  - v of two solutions 
v, w  and then applies the theorem with W(y) = Y’J~ and w,\(& t) = A exp(dt). 
The resulting inequalities for vA are satisfied if 6 + x;=, (a/ayi) v(<, t) > 0. 
Therefore, one obtains: 
(v) If problem (5.6) has a solution v E R with bounded derivatives 
a/a&v (i= 1, 2,..., n), then v is the only solution in R. 
6. ESTIMATES BY SEVERAL FUNCTIONS VI, 
6.1. The Theorem 
We consider now more general estimates of the form 
44 E v&4 G, (x E fin; E = 1, 2,..., N) (6.1) 
which are described by several sets Gp c R” and several functions vr. This 
allows us also to treat more general operators of the form (3.1), (5.1) where 
the components of Y[u] and L?[u] need not be defined by the same 
operators L and L, respectively. We assume now that 
and G+](x) = Li[Ui](X) (6.2) 
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with Li and Ei having the form (3.3) and (5.3), except that all “coefficients” 
have an index i. For instance, 
Li[cp](X) = -A,(x) . q?“(X) + hi(X) . p’(x) (6.3) 
with symmetric Ai ad 0. We shall write Li = Lj, if the operators Li and 
Lj have the same-coeflicients (i.e., Ai = Ai and hi(x) = bj(x) for x E Q), 
and define Li = Lj analogously. 
To consider coefficients bi, pi and yi which depend on i constitutes no 
essential generalization since the corresponding terms may be incorporated 
into the nonlinear parts of M, without changing the results. The essential 
point is that under certain conditions the feuding me&km Ai( Ai and 
a,(x), too, may be different for different indices i. 
To which extend these coefficients may be different depends on the sets 
G, . We shall assume that all sets G, satisfy assumption (y), and denote by 
W, (in place of IV) the function which describes G, and by r, the boundary 
of G,. 
To each index f E (1, 2,..., N} there exists a subset P, of indices 
i E ( 1, 2,..., n) such that i E P, if and only if a/si W, ( y) # 0 for some y E r, 
(that means W,(y) depends on 4yi on r,). Using these sets P, we can 
formulate our essential assumption regarding the leading coefftcients. 
Assumption (A). Suppose that Li = Lj and Ei = Lj for all pairs of indices 
i, j such that i E Pf and j E P, for some E E ( 1, 2 ,..., N). 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose that x E f2. 
(a) In case N = I and W(y) =v’y, all A,(x) must be equal. 
(b) In case N = 2~2, W,(y) = y(, W,+,(y) = -yf (t: = I,2 ,..., n), the 
matrices Ai may all be different. 
(c) Let ~7 be split into two subvectors 4” = ( J,,...,Y~)~ and 
p2 = (y r+, ,..., y,)’ with l<r<n. Then, if W,(Y) = (.Y’)rY’, 
W,(Y) = (Y2)rY2, and N = 2, all matrices Ai with i < r must be equal, 
and all matrices Ai with i > r must be equal. 1 
In each of Sections 3 and 5 we had defined a space 9 such that the 
functions in 9 had “sufficient smoothness properties.” Since now, however, 
different smoothness properties may be necessary for different components ui 
of the functions u to which M is applied, we may work with different 
function spaces Ri c C,(fi) such that u, E Ri has sufftcient smoothness 
properties. Then we use R = R, x R, x ..- x R, and define A?( to be the 
intersection of all Ri with i E Pt. It seems unnecessary to describe all these 
spaces in detail. (Of course, one may also define 9 to be the intersection of 
all Rj and R = S”‘.) 
Suppose that wr E 9( with v( > o and that (3t,A: 0 < 1 < co ) denotes a 
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family of functions in St with the properties required of jJ in Section 3; then 
define ‘~/r.~ = w, + at,,, (e = 1,2 ,..., N). Let v E R denote a fixed function, as 
before. Moreover, define 
K,(x) = h We.,, G, and K(x) = K,(x) 
/=I 
so that (6.1) is equivalent to u(x) E K(x) (x E fin). 
Finally, denote by (it) and (6,) the assumptions which are obtained by 
changing assumption (i) and (&), respectively, in the following way: 
(a) Replace W and VII, by W, and w(+~. 
(b) Replace L, A, L and 2 by Li, Ai, Li and Ai with some i E P,. 
(c) Add the relation v(x) E K,(x) in (3.7) and (5.5) as an additional 
side condition on v(x), so that, for instance, the modified relations (3.7) 
assume the form 
a> = vt J(X)% u’(x) = ?v;,A(x> + V,,.l(Xk~ v(x) E K,(x)* (6.4 ) 
Observe that the terms rl and q which occur in (it) and (I$,) describe 
quantities which also depend on E. For instance, W,(q) = 1 is required, so 
that the first relation in (6.4) means that u(x) E w[,~(x) r, . 
THEOREM 5. If assumption (A) and assumptions (it) and (&,) are 
satisJed for all E E { 1, 2,..., N), then the estimate (6.1) holds. 
Proof: Let ;1> 0 denote the smallest number with u(x) E K,(x) (x E fi), 
and suppose that (6.1) does not hold. Then L > 0, and there exists an index ( 
such that 1 is also the smallest number with V(X) E w,,,(x) G, (x E fi). This 
statement can be carried to a contradiction by using the arguments in the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 3, where now, however, u satisfies also the last 
restriction in (6.4). I 
Remark. In Theorem 5, we have assumed that each set G, is star-shaped 
with respect to its (interior) point Y” = o. Instead, we may assume that G, is 
star-shaped with respect to an arbitrary interior point Y’. Then Theorem 5 
can easily be generalized to obtain estimates of the form V(X) E f(x) := 
n,“=, v,(x)(G, -Y’). Observe that R(x) need not be star-shaped. 
The shape of the sets K,(x), in general, will depend on x and A, as the 
following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let n = 2 and N = 5 and suppose that the five sets G, are 
described by, respectively, 
r:+y:< 1, 4Y, + 12 0, 4Y, - 1 < 0, 
4Y, + I> 0, and 4y, - 1 < 0. 
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Also define w,,,, = 1 + L and wt.,, = 1 + 5L for I > 1. Then K,(x) is a square 
lying inside the circle G, , and for I. > 3, K-,(x) is the circle (1 + A) G,. 
In this case relations (6.4) cannot be satisfied for 1 > 3 and f > 1 since 
v(x) cannot lie on v(,.,r, if v(x) E (1 + A) G,. That means that all 
assumptions (a’() and (6,) with f > 1 hold for II > 3, and that only ( j,) and 
(6, ) need be verified for such values of L 1 
Assumption (/1) is a condition on the operators Li and Li for given 
functions W,, i.e., given sets G,. This assumption is closely related to the 
convexity condition (C) on the set G used by Amann [2] (in [2] this set may 
be the intersection of several sets G,). The choice of the functions W, or the 
sets G, , however, does not only determine to which extend the leading coef- 
ficients may be different, but has also influence on the possible coupling of 5 
as discussed in the next section. 
6.2. Conditions on the Coupling of M 
The discussion in the preceding section has shown that there are 
advantages to using estimates with functions W,(y) which do not depend on 
all components yi. But there are disadvantages, too. Using such functions 
restricts the way in which the vector Mu(x) may be coupled with respect to 
the derivative U’(X). We shall describe this for the special case of an operator 
M given by (3.1), (3.2), where L$ is defined by (6.2), (6.3) and assumption 
(/I) holds. 
The differential inequality in assumption (it) contains the terms 
A,(x) * 4W(x) qT and w,,(rl)f(xv wt,.a(xh W,J(Xk + ?Wl.AW) 
with i E Pt. The first term depends only on elements qik of q with i E Pi, and 
the second term depends only on components J with i E Pt. Moreover, the 
elements qik with j 6 P(, which may occur in the last argument of fi, do not 
occur in the restriction W;(r)q = o. 
As a consequence, the component A(x, y, p) with i E P( may depend on 
elements pjk of p with j 6Z P( only in a “very limited way” since otherwise 
assumption (a’() cannot be satisfied. For a linear M this statement can be 
made more precise: 
Suppose that f is given by (4.2). Then assumption (if) can only be 
satisfied if the ith row of Bj(x) vanishes (is a null vector) for all x E 0 and 
all iE P( andj@ Pt. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the case W,(y) = ( y’)’ y’, W,(y) = (~‘)~y* 
treated in Example 4(c), where y’ E R’, y* E I?“-’ and y’ = (( Y’)~, (y’)‘). 
For each matrix q E IR”sm we use an analogous splitting qr = ((q’)‘, (q2)r) 
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with q1 E IR’*m, q2 E IR”-‘*m. For simplicity, we assume that L, [q] = -dy, 
and that MU = o. Then the differential inequality in (i,) is equivalent to 
with Q, = q’ . q’; and the corresponding side conditions can be written as 
0’ = v,,1$, (0’)’ = rl’Wl,n + ly,,Aq~ Ildl = 19 
W)‘q=o, II v2 II G W2.A * 
Since there are no conditions on the function (u’)‘, which is considered to 
be unknown, a function fi(x, y, p) with i < r, in general, must not depend on 
the vector p* at all. Of course, under certain special conditions, the 
differential inequality can be solved, even if p2 occurs. For instance, this is 
the case if each function f,(x, y,p) with i < r is globally bounded or each 
function v,fi(x, y, p) is positive. I 
6.3. Two-Sided Bounds 
As a special application of Theorem 5 we derive results on two-sided 
bounds, where again the operator M is given by (3.1), (3.2), (6.2) and (6.3). 
We choose functions W, as in Example 4(b), so that all operators Li may be 
different. Suppose that vi and wi,A = vi + ji,A (i = 1,2,..., 2n) denote 
functions with the properties required in Section 6.1. Here, 9 and R = 9”’ 
may be defined as in Section 3. 
We shall use the following notation: vi = -Wn+i, (Pi,~ = -W,,+i,.l 
(i = 1, 2,..., n); p,, v/, pA, and wA are elements of R with components vi, vi, 
oi,A and Wi,A (i = 1, L.., n), respectively. (The vector-valued function ~p.~ 
must not be confused with a component of P.) 
COROLLARY 5a. Suppose that for each i E (1,2,..., n) the following 
conditions (g,), ( jl) and ( j,, + i) are satisfied: 
(Ci) pi(x) < vi(x) < y,(x) for ali x E af2; 
(iI> Li[Vi.Al(x) +.hfx9 u(xh v’(x)) > tMu)i Cx) 
for all x E S2 and 1 > 0 with 
ui(x) = Wi,*(x), G(x) = !4,A(X)V 
~,i’/.a Gvj G W/./l (j = 1, 2,..., n); 
(jn+i> Li[~i,All(x) +fitx, v(x)7 v’(x)) < tMv)i Cx) 
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for all x E Q and 1 > 0 with 
ci(x) = vli..L(*")9 a,'(x) = rpf.,l(X)Y 
Pj,.k G L'j G Vj..l (j = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Then cpi < ui < tyi (i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5. Observe that the 
general assumptions on the functions v/( require that vi < o < Wi 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) in the above corollary. It can be shown, however, by a simple 
transformation that this requirement may be replaced by Cpi < vi 
(i = 1, 2 ,..., n) (replace u by u’= u - f(u, + I,u)). 
The above result is formulated for Dirichlet boundary terms (3.2). 
Analogous results for more general boundary terms can be proved in essen- 
tially the same way. 
The differential inequality in (ii), in general, can only be satisfied if 
fi(x, V(X), v’(x)) does not depend on any u;(x) with j # i. Again, under 
suitable boundedness conditions on fi, there may exist solutions v/~,*% in other 
cases also. However, the condition that fi be positive, in general, does not 
help, since & also occurs in (in + i). 
For these reasons, results on two-sided bounds are usually formulated for 
the case that f(x, y, p) is not coupled with respect to p, i.e., fi(x, u(x), u’(x)) 
depends only on x, u(x) and Dui(x). Then the terms V’(X) in (ii) and ( kn+i) 
may be replaced by vi(x) and q,:(x), respectively. If, in addition, f(x, y,p) is 
quasiantitone with respect to y (that means, if jJ(x, y,p) is an antitonic 
function of all yj with j f i), then assumptions (ii) and (i,+ i) together can 
be replaced by (Mp,), (x) < (Mu)~ (x) < (MY,)~ (x) (x E J?, 1 > 0). 
Corollary 5a can also be derived from abstract results on two-sided 
bounds in [ 17, 18, p. 259ff.l. Each of the differential inequalities (ii) and 
( in+J may be split into two inequalities, as described in [ 18, pp. 281ff.l for 
ordinary differential operators. 
7. EXISTENCE AND ESTIMATION 
For certain boundary value problems Mu = r with a nonlinear term f not 
depending on u’, the above theory gives rise to a particularly simple proof 
for the existence of a solution which satisfies an estimate as considered in the 
previous sections. In Section 7.1 we describe the method of proof for 
Dirichlet boundary conditions; the results can easily be carried over to other 
problems. Section 7.2 yields an example. 
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7.1. Existence Proof by the Method of ModiJication 
Let G, and yc (e = 1, 2,..., N) be defined as in Section 6, but assume now 
that the sets G, are convex, and the functions vc belong to C,(D) and satisfy 
u/l@> > 0 (x E fi). (7.1) 
Suppose that M is given by (3.1), (3.2), (6.2) and (6.3) with assumption 
(A) being satisfied, and assume that the function f does not depend on 
p: f(x, y, p) = f(x, y). We then consider a problem of the form 
Mu(x) = 0 for x E 0, u(x) = s(x) for x E aJ2, (7.2) 
which can be written as MU = r with r(x) = o for x E a and r(x) = s(x) for 
XEiX2. 
We assume that the occurring quantities satisfy the following conditions: 
l2 is of class CJ, Ai E C,@, Rm*m), A,( x is s ) y mmetric and positive definite 
for each x E 0, bi E C,@, R Ism), f is a continuously differentiable mapping 
of Q X R” into R”, and s E C,(aQ). (These assumptions can slightly be 
relaxed by using Holder conditions.) 
Now we define 9 = C,(a) and R = .9”, and we want to prove that 
problem (7.2) has a solution U* E R which satisfies 
u*(x) E K(x) := ; y,(x) G, for x E fi. 
I=, 
For this purpose we assume that there exists a bounded set x & R” such that 
K(X) c b(x E a). Obviously, the boundary X(x) of K(x) is the union of the 
sets 3, K(x) := K(x) n I r, (E = 1,2 ,..., N). 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that s(x) E K(x) for x E ~22, and that for each 
E E ( 1, 2,..., NJ the d@erential inequality 
wf(zl) Li[Yfl(x) + w;(V)f(x, VtCxh) > O 
holds for some i E P( and all x E R and 9 E IR” which satisfy W,(q) = 1, 
Yf (xh E 4 K(x)* 
Then the equation Mu = r has a solution u* E C:(a) such that u*(x) E 
K(x) (x E f3). 
ProoJ The statements are proved by applying the method of 
modl>cation. We define a modified problem, prove that this problem has a 
solution U* and finally use Theorem 5 in order to show that U* is also a 
solution of the given problem. 
(1) For u E C.,“(a) we define a truncation operation u + 8 E Cz(fi) in 
the following way. If U(X) E K(x), then u”(x) = U(X); if U(X) @ K(x), then 
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u+(x) = MU with the (uniquely determined) value t for which 
tu(x) E X(x). 
Then a modified operator M# = A -B on R is defined by 
Au(x) = Y[u](x) + a(x). Bu(x) = d(x) -f(x, u#(x)) 
Au(x) = u(x), Bu(x) = o 
where c > 0 denotes a constant such that 
for x E 0, 
for x E 30, 
u’l/( I@, + w,(x) > 0 for x E R, E E {I, 2 ,..., N), i E P, . (7.3) 
(2) The modified problem M#u = r can be transformed into an 
equivalent fixed-point equation u = Tu in X= C#) with Tu = g +XBu, 
where the occurring quantities have the following meaning. The operator .? 
is the extension onto X of the solution operator d: C:(a) + C:+,(n) of the 
boundary value problem Au(x) = w(x) (x E Q), u(x) = o (x E aa), with 
some ,U E (0, l), and g is the solution of Au(x) = o (x E a), u(x) = s(x) 
(x E aa). The operator Z maps X compactly into any space C:(a) with 
0 E [0, 2). (For details see Amann [ 11; the results presented there can here 
be applied to each component of Au.) Due to these properties of GY and the 
definition of B, the operator T on X is continuous and maps X into a 
relatively compact subset of this space. Thus, the operator T has a fixed 
point U* E X, according to Schauder’s fixed-point theorem. 
In verifying the equivalence of the fixed-point equation, one uses the fact 
that CU# -f(x, d) satisfies a Lipschitz condition if U(X) E C:(a). Observe 
that for U(X) # o we have u”(x) = u(x) Ilu(x)l u(x), where a(x) is the 
infimum of all values a,(x) = p,(r) I( rlc(x)ll with p((x) = inf(p,(x), v,(x)}, for 
which U(X) = p,(x) I with p,(x) > 0 and W(ql(x)) = 1 (compare (3.9)). 
(3) Finally, Theorem 5 is applied to ~ and U* in place of M and t’ 
in order to show that u*(x) E K(x) (x E fin) and hence MU* = M%* = r. We 
choose wc .., = (1 + A) I( (E = 1, 2,..., N). Then assumption (6,) holds and 
assumption (i( ) requires that 
o,(rl)(l + n)L,[W(](x) + w;(q)[cu(x) - cu”(x) +f(x, US(X))] > 0 (7.4) 
for some i E P( and all x E R, A > 0, q E I’, satisfying u(x) = (1 + A) w, (x)~, 
U(X) E (1 + A) K(x). If U(X) has these properties, then v[ (x)~ E aK(x) and 
hence u”(x) = w,(x)?. Therefore, condition (j() is satisfied, due to (7.3) and 
the differential inequality required in this theorem. 1 
The above assumptions may be relaxed and the proof may be modified in 
many ways. Some of the assumptions are of a more technical nature. For 
instance, one can often avoid the requirement (7.1) by defining U# and vr ..1 
differently. For example, if all functions v/c (e = 1, 2,..., N) are equal to a 
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function ty > o in 9, then assumption (7.1) can be omitted. This can be seen 
by choosmg vc,., = w  + A m the proof of the theorem. In other cases one 
may choose U*(X) to be the point in K(x) which is closest to u(x). Moreover, 
the results and the method of proof can be carried over to other boundary 
conditions. Nonlinear boundary conditions can also be treated. 
Finally, let us consider the special case of linear functions 
w,(Y) = w/ Y with w( E IR’.” (f = 1, 2 ,..., N). 
Here K(x) is the polyhedral convex set of all y E I?” with w( y < vi(x) 
(E = 1, 2,..., N), and a, K(x) is the side of K(x) which is described by 
w( ~7 = v,(x). The assumptions of Theorem 6 can now be written in the 
following form: 
WI s(x) & W/(X) for xE X?, (7.5) 
Li[V(l(x)+ wCf(x,Y)>o (7.6) 
for some i E Pi and all x E R, y E il?” with y E 3, K(x). 
In this case assumption (7.1) may be droped if K(x) has interior points for 
all x E fi. This is seen by applying a simple transformation y= JJ - h(x), 
where h E C:(a) and h(x) E K(x). The transformed functions c, = v, - w, h 
satisfy $( > o; moreover, @((x) > 0 if h(x) is an interior point of K(x). 
In the case v/,(x) E 1 (f = 1, 2,..., N) the result of Theorem 6 essentially is 
known (see [2, 15, 25 ] and compare also [ 11 I). Weinberger’s result [25, 
Theorem 31 is formulated differently. This author defines also a modified 
problem (using the projection of U(X) on K = K(x)) and states that a solution 
of the given problem has values in K, if the modified problem has at least 
one solution and the given problem has at most one solution. Theorem 4 in 
[ 251 contains conditions such that the values of the sohrtion lie on X. 
7.2. An Example 
To illustrate the above results we consider the following boundary value 
problem on a bounded domain J2 (with boundary of class C,) for a function 
c E s4, 2 = C,(fi) n c,(n): 
-AC(X) + BTg(c(x)) = 0 for x E a, (7.7) 
c(x) = s for x E LX2 (7.8) 
with sT = (2,2,0,3) and 
B= 
g(c) = g,(c) ( 1 g @) 3 g,(c)=c,c, -c39 g2(c) = Cl c3 - c4 * 2 
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The problem describes the steady state of a very simple chemical reaction; 
the quantities ci are concentrations, and g,, g, are reaction rates. We are 
only interested in solutions with ci(x) > 0 for x E Sz. 
In the following we shall make use of the special structure of the given 
system, which will allow us to reduce the number of variables. This structure 
is typical for certain chemical problems (see [3], for example), so that the 
methods described below can be carried over to more general cases. 
The given problem for c E W’ is equivalent to the following problem for 
u=(;;)ER:=.22: 
for xE D, 
for x E 30 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
with f,(u) = g,(c) and f*(u) = -g*(c), where the variables c, and ui satisfy 
u, = c2, u2=c4; 
et = aE - w( u, (a, 3 a2, a3, 4 = (3,0,5, O), (7.11) 
w, = (-1, l), w2 = (-1, O), h’3 = (1, I>, w, = (0, -1). 
The equivalence is established by proving that the functions u3 = c, + 
c3 + 2c, and uq = c2 + c3 + c, satisfy the Laplace differential equation and 
assume the values 8 and 5, respectively, on the boundary, so that the 
conservation laws z+(x) = 8 and uq(x) = 5 hold. (For non-constant boundary 
values, the solutions u3 and u, of the Laplace equation could be estimated by 
estimating their known values on aQ.) We note that the conservation laws 
are equivalent to 
6, c(x) = 3 and b,c(x) E 2 with 
6, = (1, -l,O, 1), b, = (-1, 2, 1,O). 
The conservation laws yield upper bounds for the concentrations c, > o if 
lower bounds are known. In particular, one obtains an a priori estimate 
(u,, u2) = (c,, cq) < (5,4), which could be used in applying Theorem 5 to 
problem (7.9), (7.10). 
Here, we shall apply the results of Section 7.1 in order to show that the 
transformed problem (7.9), (7.10) has a solution u* such that the 
corresponding solution c* of the given problem satisfies 
4x> < c*(x) for xEfi (7.12) 
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with a lower bound rp > o in C:(a) to be calculated. This estimate is 
equivalent to 
wtu *(x) < Vl(X> := at - cot(x) (x E 6; E = 1,2,3,4), 
or briefly, u*(x) E K(x) (x E fin>. Here, K(x) is a non-rectangular quadrangle 
with non-empty interior,if 
b,fP(x) > 0 and b244X) > 0. (7.13) 
(If b, &x) = b,yl(x) = 0, the set K(x) consists of a single point.) 
To prove the existence of a solution c* satisfying (7.13), we have to 
determine functions v/( such that (7.5) and (7.6) hold. According to the 
remarks at the end of Section 7.1, we need not require (7.1), if (7.13) is 
satisfied for all x E fi. 
Conditions (7.5) and (7.6) are equivalent to the following requirements on 
the functions qr (f = 1, 2, 3,4): 
for x E a, u(x) E a, K(x), (7.14) 
for xE 30. (7.15) 
In these formulas F,(u(x)) denotes the Eth component of Brg(c(x)) with 
c(x) E R4 expressed in terms of u(x) E R* by use of (7.11). Moreover, 
a, K(x) denotes the side of the quadrangle K(x) described by c,(x) = v),(x). 
For example, the differential inequality for p)4 assumes the form 
-dyl, - Cl c3 + 94 < 0 
for c,=3+c,-po,, c3=-c2-fp4, ~2(c2<5-fp3-o~. 
Here, -c,c, is a quadratic function of c2. We shall replace this function by 
its maximum on a,K(x), which assumes the value (rp3 + 29, - 8) p3, if 
P2 > 1. 
Treating all four inequalities (7.14) in an analogous way, one obtains a 
(vector-valued) differential inequality -L@(X) + X(q(x)) < o (x E J?) for 9, 
together with two side conditions o,(x) > 1, q*(x) > 1 (x E a), where 
.F = T(p) has the components: 
-57; = cp: + (2 -(P*> PI+ rp, - 59 6 = VP: + (4 - 94) 92 + rp, - 5, 
--“;=;v +Co,)v3-N +v1,)v,-44, ~=(1+2~13)~4+(~13--)~3. 
If these inequalities have a solution rp > o such that (7.15) holds and 
(7.13) is satisfied for all x E 5, then the given problem (7.7), (7.8) has a 
solution c* with property (7.12). 
xl ,45 3. I I 
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We remark that both signs < in (7.13) may be replaced by <. This can be 
seen by modifying the proof in Section 7.1 such that (7.1) need not be 
required. (Use ‘I/(,.~ = vi + 1 and define z?(x) to be the point in K(x) which 
is closest to u(x).) On the other hand, requiring the stronger properties (7.13) 
practically causes no difficulty, as seen in the numerical example below. 
Using the conservation laws one verifies that -de(x) + X(c(x)) = o 
(x E J2) for each solution c of the given problem (7.7) (7.8). That means the 
procedure has lead us to a reformulation of the problem. Of course, one 
could estimate the term F,(u(x)) in (7.14) in a less precise way. For 
example, in estimating -c,cJ on a,K(x) one may replace each factor c, and 
c) by its maximum, thus obtaining .Fh = (1 + (p3) (p? - (3 + a?) fan = .Fa + 
(ql + p, + cpJ - 5) pj 25. Again, each solution c satisfies the 
corresponding differential inequalities for rp as equations, i.e., with < 
replaced by =. This observation suggests the possibility of another approach, 
in which the given equations are first transformed in a “suitable” way and 
then treated directly without using u E Z2. 
In [ 181 a method of error estimation has been described, which can be 
carried over to the case considered here. One calculates an approximate 
solution @ with a small defect d[@] = d@ -3(a) and tries to find a 
function w > o such that rp = @ - w satisfies all required conditions. Then 
one obtains a differential inequality for w of the form 
-dw(x) + A(@@)) 4x1 +JkW) > -dl@l(x) (x E Sz) (7.16) 
with A(@(x)) E R’,4 and a nonlinear term f(w) (s_uch that ,L(ao) = a2 (0) 
for a E R). One proves that A(@(x))z >, o (x E Q) for z = (4,6,5,20 i ‘, if 
b, Q(x) < 3, b, @p(x) < 2 and b, G(x) > 2 with 6, = (0, 0,5, 1) (x E 5). Thus, 
if these inequalities hold and if a constant lower bound y for d[@](x) is 
known, one can easily solve the inequality for o by calculating a constant 
6 > 0 such that o(x) = 6(ri - ‘) r z satisfies --do(x) + /(w(x)) > y (x E Q), 
where r = I]x - xO]l, x0 E R and r,, is sufftciently large. Observe that here the 
inequalities (7.13) hold, if @ satisfies the conservation laws and ri - r2 > 0 
on rZ. 
Let us finally consider a simple special case, where R = (x E R’: 
l]xl] < f}. We shall not apply a systematic procedure for computing an 
approximate solution, but simply choose @ = a,, + Cl=, aj(r2y with aj 
(j f 0) being the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of a solution c*, and 
a,, chosen such that @ satisfies the given boundary conditions. The functions 
cP( satisfy also the conservation laws. Here, inequality (7.16) holds for 
o(x) = 6(ri - r’)z with 6 = 3.46 x 1O-8, r0 = 0.5 + E, and each sufficiently 
small E > 0. Moreover, all other required conditions are also satisfied. (TO 
choose E > 0 instead of E = 0 is only necessary for verifying (7; 13) on af2.) 
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Consequently, the given problem (7.7), (7.8) has a solution c* such that 
c*(x) > a(x) - &f - ]]x]]‘)(4,6,5, 20)T (x E 6) 
with 6 = 3.48 x lo-*. 
These inequalities can also be used for obtaining upper bounds. 
The crucial point in this estimation procedure is the calculation of a lower 
bound y for the defect on the entire domain 12. In our simple example, the 
defect is a polynominal (in r*) and thus can be estimated by calculating 
values at a finite number of points (see [6] for details). 
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